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Welcome to the NDHS monthly bulletin which will keep you
posted on what’s happening during the month.

Grace Karkens

One of our Members, Grace Karkens, is on the shortlist for the 2021
NSW Premier's History Awards
Her book “People of the River: Lost Worlds of Early Australia” was
among 151 entries considered by eight judges.
"The work of good historians will always be worth reading," said
State Librarian John Vallance. "Take a thoughtful look at this year's shortlists and you may get more than
you bargained for."
The winners will be announced in an online presentation on 3 September 2021.

Handmade Greeting Cards
Our hard working and extremely talented Business Manager,
Jenny Hotop, makes greeting cards.
These cards can be customised for any occasion, birthdays,
get well, Australiana for distant friends and family, births and
keeping in touch cards.
If you wish to purchase any of Jenny's fabulous cards please
email her on hotopj@hotmail.com

Cancellation
The general monthly meetings on Saterday 28th of August and the 25th
September have been cancelled.

Grim Sydney’s: ‘Finishers of the Law’
by
Elina Taranenko, Alexander & John Staats

‘Finishers of the Law’ refer to those charged with carrying out capital punished. In ‘grim Sydney’ these public
executioners were at once considered necessary, yet were reviled by the society they ‘served’. This article
overviews superstitions associated with the gallows and the lives of two of Sydney’s longest serving public
executioners: Alexander Green and ‘Nosey’ Bob ‘The Gentleman Hangman’ Howard.

Hangman Superstition
Hangmen were social pariahs in the societies they served. Shunned and outcast, they (and their families)
were loathed as harbingers of bad luck. No-one willingly lived next door to a hangman, nor would they
willing travel with them nor would touch objects handled by the hangman for fear of the contagion of ‘bad
luck’. Hangmen were amongst the loneliest and most isolated individuals of society. They shared, in equal
measure, the jeers and derisions endured by the condemned criminal. Indeed, at public executions the mob
might turn on the executioner himself - especially in cases of ‘botched’ executions or where - as in the 1803
case of Joseph Samuel at Parramatta - the crowd demanded the sparing of the felon from his fate when
they perceived divine providence at work when he hangman’s rope (tested as sturdy and sound) broke (in
Samuel’s case) twice.
Among other supersititions - current to this day - deriving from the gallows include bad luck from walking
under a ladder (condemned felons ascended the gallows by ladders before the introduction of the trapdoored scaffold) and the ill-omens accrued from putting footwear on a table (from the touch of the hanged
man’s shoes on the wooden platform when he was cut down).
Yet ironically, the artefacts of the hanging trade were considered by many as lucky. The hangman’s rope
was a sought after talisman which had the reputation of bringing luck to gamblers and cardsharps and to be a
cure all for many ailments when wrapped around the head of the afflicted. The hanged corpse (aside from its
value to surgeons under the ‘Bloody Code’) also had superstitious value. The touch of a hanged man’s hand
was believed to have healing powers; the hangman would administer the ‘touch’ to the sick (on the belief
that, by the principle of ‘magical transference,’ disease would pass from the afflicted into the deadman).
Another ancient tradition was the use of the hanged man’s amputated hand to construct a ‘hand of glory’ a candle-like amulet used by robbers in burglaries in order to magically put the household they were robbing
into an unrousable deep sleep.

Alexander Green: Sydney's most Prolific Hangman
The twenty-years that followed Macquarie’s enlightened governorship were characterised by draconian
administrations that made liberal use of capital punishment in the colony. In 1828, at the height of this dark age
of capital convictions, Alexander Green - an emancipated convict of Dutch extraction - took up, with gusto,
the role of public executioner. He was paid £15 14s. 2d and given accommodation within Sydney Gaol for his
troubles. In his notorious twenty-seven year long ‘career’ as the hangman and public ‘scourger’, he ‘turned
off’ nigh on 490 felons. In his first ten years alone he executed some 343 persons; an average of around three
convicts per month.
Green had few redeeming features; he had the reputation for showmanship (he was formerly a circus
acrobat) who swaggered and strutted at executions. He was instantly recognisable by the livid disfiguring
scar down his face, a souvenir from a convict's axe that had made its mark, but failed to take his life in 1830.
As public executioner, his life intersected with significant historical moments; he dispatched the stockmen of
the Myall Creek Massacre (1838), the rebellious convicts of the Norfolk Island uprising (1834) and the ‘Ribbon
Gang’ Bushrangers from the Bathurst outlaw insurgency of 1830.
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Nonetheless, he was an outcast; a figure inevitably
scarred by the many lives he ‘finished’. He was a
drunkard and an insolent and violent man, who
added to his troubled life the many deaths he
delivered for society at his hand. Green associated
with the lower elements of society and continued to
be involved in multiple offences, including a number
against women. Although considered competent
in his ‘craft’, he became increasingly erratic and
troublesome and, by 1855, was committed to the
Tarban Creek lunatic asylum. No doubt the grimness Capital Convictions NSW http//research.forbessociety.
org.au/graphs
of his work took a toll on his mind. Green Park in
Darlinghurst bears the (probable) legacy of his name
after the allotment where he lived alongside the Darlinghurst Gaol (the new location for Sydney’s executions
after 1841).

The Gentleman Hangman: ‘Nosey’ Bob Howard
In 1876 Robert ‘Bob’ Rice Howard became Sydney’s first salaried hangman earning £170 pounds a year.
Like Alexander Green, Bob served as a hangman for almost three decades; unlike Green, Bob was ever
the ‘gentleman’ who had come to take on the job of public executioner after a dire and tragic change in
circumstance.
Bob Howard had once been a tall, handsome and successful hansom
cab driver in Sydney, whose services were sought after by the welltodo.
His life was altered in a single moment. One of his horses kicked him in the
head, ripping the nose from his face. Bob Howard thus gained the ironic
moniker, ‘Nosey Bob’ and, with the disfigurement, the loss of his livelihood.
Desperate, he took on the poisoned chalice of Public Executioner as a
means to support his wife and six young children.
Most of Bob’s grisly work was centred around Darlinghurst Gaol, though
he was hired as a guest hangman in other colonies, including New
Zealand. Like Green, Bob’s career, intersected with history; he ended the
lives of Australia's first serial killer Frank Butler (1897), the last woman to
be hanged in NSW (Louisa Collins in 1889), and the latter day Aboriginal
bushrangers Jacky Underwood and Jimmy Governor (aka Thomas
Kenneally’s ‘Jimmy Blacksmith’ [1901]).
Despite the notoriety of his profession, Nosey Bob was described by the
Sunday Times as a “quiet and inoffensive man”. He assisted deserving
cases and discharged prisoners. He also helped the families of inmates that were imprisoned or executed. It
was for this that he gained the sobriquet ‘The Gentleman Hangman’. His final years were spent gardening,
raising pigs, spending time with his family and catching sharks (!). He told JF Archibald, co-founder of the
Bulletin newspaper, that he was “not ashamed” of his job because his children were all “well read and well
mannered” and that he had as “good a garden as there was anywhere.” Yet, the stigma of both his work and
appearance never left him. It is said his wife died of a broken heart from the taunts and insults she endured
as the ‘wife of a hangman’; and his three daughters remained spinsters, for no one wanted a hangman as a
father-in-law. Nosey Bob, like Green, took to drink - but even that pleasure came hard; when served at a public
house, the publican would smash the glasses he drank from to reassure his customers that they would not
catch the hangman’s ‘contagion’. Bob found an ingenious way around the public house dilemma; he trained
his horse to independently trot to the Astra Hotel and return with sealed pannikins of beer! Nosey Bob passed
away in 1906. Ironically his memory has recently been commodified in the form of a brand of boutique beer
brewed in Dubbo NSW (Devil’s Hollow’s ‘Nosey Bob’s Red Ale’).
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Botched executions - “dying hard”
Executions are never a clean business. Despite their experience both Green and Howard, on occasion, got
executions badly wrong and the condemned felon ‘died hard’ as a result. In 1855 Green was sent to Moreton
Bay to execute the Aboriginal resistance fighter, Dundalli. Green miscalculated the height of Dundalli and
in place of a clean ‘drop’, the aboriginal man’s long legs reached the coffin beneath the scaffold. In the
distressing scene that followed, Green leapt on the long legs of Dundalli and dragged him down to effect the
man’s death by slow strangulation.
In 1894, Nosey Bob likewise bungled the (double) execution of Charles Montgomery and Thomas Williams.
He calculated the weight, drop and rope length correctly for each man, but got the ropes mixed up so that
whilst Montgomery’s death was instantaneous, Williams survived the drop and, worse still, managed to get his
tied hands free enough to grab hold of the noose. Realising his ghastly mistake, Nosey Bob grabbed Williams
and pinned his arms; the hangman then used his own body to weigh down the rope and deliver death to the
thrashing Williams by way of strangulation.
Thankfully the barbarity of executions is a thing of the past. Yet, given the ostracism these hangmen
encountered, and the trauma they endured from hangings-gone-wrong, it is a wonder that Green and Howard
each lasted so long in the job of Sydney’s hangman - though little wonder that they sought solace in the
bottle.

On a lighter note

Signs of Spring

Not everything is cancelled
Sunshine is not cancelled
Friendship is not cancelled
Dancing at home is not cancelled.

What are the Signs Spring is here for you?
Is it the Footy Grand Final?
Father’s Day?
The first whiff of Jasmine and Freesias.
The Daffodils and Jonquils ?
The first buzz of a blow fly?
Or is it when the spring blossoms line
the suburban streets?
In Australia, it is Spring in the months
of September, October and November.
In Spring, the temperatures start to rise
and the days become longer.
Spring can have lots of different
types of weather.
It can be sunny and dry and
then change to wet and rainy.
In spring we usually have moderate
temperatures which means
it is not too hot and not too cold.
Is it the Hayfever?
Is it the Christmas Decorations we
begin to see?
Is it the swooping Magpies?

Reading is not cancelled
Singing is not cancelled
Laughing is not cancelled.
Conversations are not cancelled
Self-love is not cancelled
Kindness is not cancelled
Love is not cancelled.

Open Day
Raffle

Tickets are available for a chance to win
a quilt, a bottle of top shelf Scotch and a
beautifully presented hamper of wine and
chocolates and a deep fryer.
All have been kindly donated to the Society by
the Caring Hearts Quilters, Jim Mason, Jan Ford
and Rachel Wong.
Tickets are $1.00 each or 3 for $2.00

What a gorgeous day, you can smell the jasmine
flowers and hear the sound of baby birds calling.
					Anonymous
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Reflections on Pandemics of the Past
by
John Sim
Passed President of the Alistonville Plateau Historical Society
After many years teaching non-elective history to junior secondary students, one came to realise that the
topic of medicine was of special interest. Year 7’s, for example, seemed fascinated by the notion that a 7-inch
wire hook could be used to remove the brain via the nostrils prior to embalming mummies in Ancient Egypt.
So the Crawford House Museum closure provides some time to reflect on whether our current crisis is all that
extraordinary. Within our life times, perhaps it is; but let’s look a bit further back.

The plague of Athens
It is very possible that young Athenian schoolboys (no girls in classrooms then!) when reading Thucydides’
“History of the Peloponnesian War” might have strayed from the politics into Book 2 with its graphic details
about the Plague of Athens. This medical emergency was a major factor in Sparta’s victory in that war. 30,000
deaths occurred, about two-thirds of the Athenian population.
The historian Thucydides explains that his aim was to “explain the symptoms by which the disease may be
recognised by the student, if it should break out again.”
Here are some of those 2400 year old symptoms: “People in good health were all of a sudden attacked
by violent heats in the head and redness and inflammation in the eyes; the inward parts such as the throat
or tongue becoming bloody and emitting an unnatural and fetid breath. These symptoms were followed by
sneezing and hoarseness, after which the pain soon reached the chest and produced a hard cough.” (Book2,
Chapter VII)
I will spare you some of the more gruesome medical details but Thucydides does note:
“All burial rites before in use were entirely upset, and they buried bodies as best they could.”
Would that current Chief Medical Officers could express themselves so succinctly!

Marseilles’ Ruby Princess moment
In France in 1720, Marseilles’ handling of its Plague Pandemic might have provided warning signals for other
popular port cities – despite the fact that over half its 90,000 population died in a two-year period.
As a very busy port, Marseilles had had a Sanitation Board for some 140 years prior to 1720. It had mandated
a three-tiered quarantine system for any incoming ship. Firstly an inspection was made of the Captain’s
Logbook, checking on previous ports visited. Then, cargo, crew and passengers were inspected for any signs
of disease. Any sign of infection meant the ship was turned away.
Any prior visit to a suspect port would lead to 18 days’ quarantine on an island off the coast. If any crew
members were thought to be seriously unwell, those individuals were sent further off-coast for 50-60 days.
In 1720, however, these sensible precautions were overturned by the intervention of wealthy French
merchants keen to access the cargo of silk and cotton on board the Grande-Saint-Antoine for a large
Medieval Fair near Avignon. One infected Turkish passenger was all it took for the plague to kill the ship’s
surgeon, other crew and then nearly 50,000 locals.
Let us hope that our merchants will be more cautious in advising politicians about easing current restrictions.

Pneumonic Influenza 1918-1920
From their core-study of World War I HSC Modern History students were well aware that the term “Spanish Flu”
was a significant misnomer for this pandemic of a century ago. For propaganda reasons, neither side in this
conflict would have contemplated a title implicating them. Spain’s neutrality was the apparent reason for its
use.
If we were to insist on a title linked to a country of origin, then we should be referring to this crisis as the
American Flu as infected US troops from a large Army Base in Kansas brought the disease to France in April
1918. It quickly spread to the trenches of the Western Front and then into Germany, Austria and further east.
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Unlike the present crisis, this was a young person’s
disease with an estimated attack rate of about
40%. Estimated deaths world-wide fall somewhere
between 20 and 50 million.

But what of the Home Front at
Alstonville in the Northern Rivers?
The diaries of Ambrose Crawford from 1918 to
1920 make no reference to the pandemic, though
it is interesting to note that daughter Dorothy was
born at the very start of the first wave of the disease.
Soon after her arrival Ambrose travelled via Lismore,
Tenterfield and the Tamworth train to Sydney to see
brother Pearson off to war.
However, by February the following year a trip like Ambrose’s would surely have warranted some diary entries.
The Northern Star (6/2/19) notes that precautions at Lismore “include a medical examination at the railway
institute building … of passengers by car who intend going on by train.” The paper notes: “the trains will wait for
passengers who are undergoing examination.”
In the same edition, the Ballina correspondent noted: “Although there has been no sign of Spanish influenza
locally … yesterday afternoon a good supply of vaccine was received from Sydney by the civic authorities
here.”
Several months later, though, the situation had changed. The Richmond River Herald
(27/6/19) recorded the death of “Mr Robert Mitchell, the well-known Wollongbar-Ballina carrier.” The paper
claimed that “at Teven the epidemic is very pronounced (with) 70% of the people being affected.”
The same edition noted that “the big Sydney papers are making a grim financial harvest” and “Monday’s
Sydney Morning Herald contained 267 funeral notices.”
During this period detailed notes of meetings at Coraki are printed. One suspects that local mayor Mr L
Benaud provided the paper with good copy. “The scourge was still to reach Coraki,” said the Mayor. Quizzed
by Benaud, the local doctor (Dr Opie) said “no vaccine had come to hand” as yet but “that the open spaces
of the country were not conducive to the spread of the scourge providing ordinary precautions were observed.
One such Alstonville precaution is noted in the Daily Mail (5/6/19) under the sub-heading “News from the
Country.” Local shop-keeper Mr J H Morgan “has placed a house at the disposal of the shire council for use as
a reception depot to deal with suspicious cases of influenza. The council is appealing to all who feel ill to report
at once.
This action was being taken on the advice of Dr Graham.” Graham was a Lismore doctor with a practice in
Molesworth Street.
The book “They Served Us Well” makes numerous references to WWI soldiers with influenza during this period.
Many had survived numerous battles, wounds and other illnesses. One such was Lance Corporal Leonard
Payne who was wounded at Polygon Wood. He recovered in England to return to France in February 1918
with a promotion to Lance Corporal within weeks of the war’s end. Four days later in a hospital in Fort Remy he
died of pneumonia. Initially buried in a Hospital Military Cemetery, his body was later exhumed and reburied in
Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery.
Some soldiers got even closer to home before succumbing. “Go North Young Man” makes brief reference to
Robert Jamieson who moved from Pyree near Nowra to Alstonville in 1894. After some time in Inverell, he was
back in Alstonville just after the end of the war living with his niece/housekeeper Grace. They received this sad
letter from Sierra Leone from an army Chaplain on November 7, 1918.
“Dear Mr Jamieson,
Your son passed away in the Military Hospital in Freetown on October 24th and is buried in the Military
Cemetery there with full honours.
Spanish Influenza broke out on board soon after we left Cape Town and the Medical Officers think it was
contracted in Durban. South Africa was visited with it as we passed. In bad cases it turns to pneumonia and
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then the evil comes quickly without pain and blessed by unconsciousness. It was so in your son’s case. We
have over 700 men on board and we had over 600 cases including one of the two doctors. The moment we
reached Sierra Leone the Military Authorities arranged to take our worst cases and your son was among the 46
who were removed to shore. In his case (and there were 13 other deaths too) the change to a good hospital
did not do the good we all hoped and he entered into his rest there.
Remember you have given a son to the cause for which we are at war. It makes the grief a proud grief.”
Special thanks to Kathy Gilbert for permission to use the Sierra Leone letter.
Thanks also to APHS members who assisted.

COLLISION AT EMU PLAINS, 1878.
In presenting this article, I acknowledge with thanks
the kindness of Mr. R.S.Fookes and Mr. C.C.Singleton,
members of The Australian Railway Historical Society,
who have generously supplied and permitted me to use
the more technical details contained in the narrative.
H.P.
At 7.47 p.m. on 30th January 1878; a special goods
train drawn by engine No. 52 - an engine of the 48 (later
1.48) class which had been imported from the United
Kingdom and placed in service in January 1874 - left
Mount Victoria for Sydney. Its crew comprised Driver
John Egan, Fireman John Larkin, Guard George Perdue
(or Purdue) and Assistant-Guard Brady who was riding
the footplates. It made good time and stopped at Blue Mountains Station (see Note 1) where Guard Perdue
was apparently instructed that his train was to wait on the short loop line at Wascoe’s Siding (see Note 2) which
had been installed in 1871 to allow the regular goods train proceeding westward to pass.
Dead on time at 11 o’clock that same evening, the regular westbound goods train drew out of Penrith
Station. It was drawn by locomotive No. 103, a 93 (later A. 93) class engine built by Beyer Peacock and
had been in use less than three months and was, therefore, virtually new, having made its maiden run in the
previous November. It was manned by Michael Stevenson (driver), John Wiggins (fireman) and Richard Elly
or Elley (guard). To provide the extra power needed for the long pull up to Katoomba, this train included a
“pusher” engine at the rear.
Elley, having been advised that the track - a single track, be it remembered (see Note 3) - was clear, the train
crossed the Victoria Bridge over the Nepean River, passed through Emu Plains Station under full speed and
soon reached the up-grade of 1 in 30 a short distance further west.
For some reason which was never clearly or definitely established, the special had not waited at Wascoe’s
Siding and, in the vicinity of the cemetery adjoining St. Paul’s Church of England at Emu Plains, the two trains,
both travelling at break-neck speed, came into violent collision.
Both engines were hurled from the line - the boilers were subsequently salvaged - and were followed by five
trucks from the regular and nine from the special. The wreckage was gutted by fire and practically nothing of
either the rolling stock or the freight could be saved.
Great as was the loss in this respect, it would have been considerably greater but for the presence of mind
and prompt action of the driver of the “pusher”, Kane by name.
Seeing collision inevitable, he immediately eased his engine off the brake-van. As soon as the crash
occurred, he hastened to detach the trucks still on the rails, recoupled them to his engine and hauled them
clear of the fire which was beginning to blaze fiercely.
In the smash, Fireman John Wiggins and Assistant-Guard Brady were killed instantly while Driver John Egan
was so gravely injured that he died some twenty minutes later (see Note 4).
So badly hurt was Driver Michael Stevenson that he was never again able to work on a locomotive; Fireman
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John Larkin received frightful scalds and burns to
which, it seems, he eventually succumbed. The
two guards, Elley and Perdue, appear to have
escaped with comparatively minor injuries.
It was a shocking calamity, but one shudders to
think what the death-toll might have been had
the trains been carrying passengers instead of
freight. Both the Railway Department and the
general public were greatly perturbed by the
accident. "How did it come about two trains
were travelling in opposite directions over the
same section of single track at the same time?”
was the question of the hour.
Public concern was all the greater as three months earlier (5th November, 1877) an incident involving four
trains simultaneously on the Kelso-Bathurst section of the Western Line (which, fortunately, did not result in any
accident) showed that the workings of the N.S.W. Railways left a great deal to be desired
After the Emu Plains catastrophe an inquiry was held; this disclosed serious weaknesses in the administration
of the Department as well as the existence of confusing and conflicting instructions in its Rules, Regulations and
Working Orders which were subsequently revised and co-ordinated. Thus, in tragic circumstances, was the era
of Safe Working on our railways ushered in.
Whether the result of negligence, disobedience to orders or a misunderstanding of the instructions issued
at Blue Mountains Station, the immediate responsibility for the Emu Plains catastrophe must be said to rest'
on George Perdue but, from the evidence produced at the inquiry, it seems clear that the Department itself
must shoulder much of the blame for the accident, That, however, is a long story which has no place in this
narrative,
George Perdue was indicted on a charge of manslaughter and stood trial at the Central Criminal Court,
Sydney, before the Chief Justice (Sir James Martin) on 19th February, 1879. To its verdict of “Guilty”, the jury
added a recommendation to mercy and a statement to the effect that, in its opinion, railway regulations,
instead of being “clear and unmistakable and rigidly adhered to”, left much to the discretion of individual
officials.Perdue, who remained silent throughout his trial, was sentenced to two years’ imprisonment with hard
labour.
Notes:(1), Blue Mountains Station, now Lawson, together with a staff residence, was completed at the time
the line from Penrith to The Weatherboard (now Wentworth Falls) was opened in 1867. It derived its name from
the Blue Mountains Inn, a coaching post about fourteen chains west of the present- day station and was, in
fact, often referred to as the Old Blue Mountains Inn Station. The present brick station was erected in 1879 and
at the same time the name was changed to Lawson.
(2) . Wascoe’s Siding, now Glenbrook, was, from the opening of the line in 1867 till 1870, for obvious
reasons, known as Watertank, the water for the locomotives being brought from the lagoon half a mile to the
north-west. It was located on what is now the Great Western Highway in the vicinity of the Glenbrook Garage.
A crossing loop was installed in 1871 and at out the same time the name was altered to Wascoe’s Siding but
to avoid its being confused with Wascoe’s (now Blaxland) it was renamed Brookdale in 1878 and Glenbrook
in 1879. Its first passenger platform was erected in 1874. In 1913, the deviation of the line to its present position
lead to the demolition of the earlier platform and the erection of a new station about four hundred yards to
the South.
On 15th November 1818, Sir John Jamison, while escorting a party of naval officers and naturalists over the
southern end of Emu Plains, named Glenbrook Creek. As far as can be ascertained, the name was confined
to the creek itself till it was chosen in 1879 to designate the railway station.
(3) . The original line consisted of a single track only. Duplication of the line from Glenbrook to Mount
Victoria was carried out just after the turn of the century; the section Penrith to Emu Plains was undertaken in
1907 and the Emu Plains-Glenbrook link was not duplicated till 1913.
(4) Of the victims, Brady and Egan were buried at St. Paul’s Cemetery, Emu Plains, and Wiggins in the
cemetery in McCarthy’s Lane, Castlereagh.
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THINK ABOUT THIS
We are all not in the same boat
We are in the same storm
Some have yachts
Some have canoes
And some are drowning
Just be kind and help when you can.

SATURDAY 4th
December 2021

Damien Barr

Quote
Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass.
It’s about learning how to dance in the rain.
Vivian Greene

Riddle
I come from a mine and get surrounded by wood.
Everyone uses me, what am I?
Answer to last Months riddle
You
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Meetings
The NDHS meets on the 4th Saturday of each month
with a guest speaker at 1pm on the premises, Cnr. of
Great Western Highway & Gardenia St, Emu Plains.

Please note that the inn alarm is
now on.
If you can’t make your duty day,
please change with somebody
who can.
Please remember to sign in the
diary in the meeting room, and
write any information in the diary.
pertinent to your time on duty.
Birthday Wishes to the following
members
Bob, Phillip. Marg
Raffle Prizes
The society always needs raffle
prizes, so if you can help in
providing some, please take them
to the inn.

Museum Opening Hours
Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 9am to 2pm
Sunday by Appointment.

Disclaimer: Views and opinions expressed in articles in this Bulletin are those of the contributor and not the
views of the Nepean District Historical Society.
Contributions for the next Bulletin to - trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com

